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Concert Series Forty-seven Speakers To· Appear
Begins Tonight On 31st Annual Lectureship Series

Dr. Nicholas Nyaradi

Dr. Nyaradi Speaker
For Chapel Saturday
Dr. Nicholaas Nyara.di, Chairman
of the Department of Economics at
Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., and
former Minister of Finance of Hungary, will speak in chapel tomorrow.
His topic will be "America's Economic Future."
Very few, if any, non-Communist
statesmen and diplomats have had
the unique opportunity that came
to Dr. Nyaradi to penetrate into the
secrecy surrounding the plans, goals,
methods and personal lives of top
~viet leaders.
Anti-Communist Leader
Dr. Nyaradi was one of the leaders of the democratic Anti-Communist Small Farmers Party in postwar Hungary. He represented his
party for almost four years, first as
Under-Secretary of the Treasury,
then as Minister of Finance in the
Hungarian Cabinet.
He was sent to Moscow by his
government to negotiate there with
the members of the Pilitburo, a Soviet claim of 200 million dollars
against Hungary. During his seven
months in the Soviet capitol he
succeeded not only in reducing this
Russian claim to less than onefourth of its original amount, but
got to know thoroughly from firsthand personal experiences the most
important Russian leaders.
Dr. Nyaradi fought a desperate
battle in his own country against
the encroachment of Russian sponsored communism in Hungary and
when his position became untenable
on account of the Soviet pressure,
he and his wife fled Hungary and
came to America.
Communist Threat
Since coming to this country, Dr.
Nyaradi has been active in awakening the American people to the
threat of Soviet imperialism and
Communist r infiltration. Several of
his articles were published in "Saturday Evening Post," "Fortune,"
"The Reporter," "Liberty," "United
Nations World," "The Chicago Tribune," or were syndicated through
the Scripps-Howard ~apers. His
book, "MY Ril)gside Seat .in Mos-·'
cow," was acclaimed by leading reviewers all over the country as one
of the best books ever published on
Russia and also commended as an
outstanding anti-subversive book by
the National Americanism committee of the American Legion.
In his first article, on July 2, 1949,
in the "Saturday Evening Post," he
told the Amllrican people bluntly
that the .Soviets have the atomic
bomb - several months before the
official announcement was made on
,the matter.
In his series of articles for the
Scripps-Howard newspapers, he predicted the forthcoming communist
agression in Korea, and .in his book
he gave a prophetic description of
the events to be expected after
Stalin's death, a prophecy which
proved to be accurate in practically
every detail more than a year later
when Stalin died.
During his seven months stay in
Moscow, Dr. Nyaradi had a very
unpleasant but frequent contact with
three of Stalin'• most intimate collaborators.

Opening the 1954-55 lyceum series will be the Columbus Boychoir
tonight at 8 o'clock in the main
auditorium. The group, often referred to as the singing boys of America, is directed by Herbert Huffman.
The Boychoir is from Princeton, N.J.
The first of the concert presentation will include "0 Sons and
in Heaviness," by Giovanni Croce;
"They were All Filled with the
Holy Ghost," by Handl; and Pergolesi's "Stabat Mater."
"Mazurka" and "Ballade," by
Chopin, will be played by the pianist, Donald Bryant.
Besides choral singing, the Boychoir features an one-act opera,
"The Apothecary." The opera is
fully costumed.
The concluding part of the concert features a traditional Italian
melody, "Maria on the Mountain."
Others on the program are "The
Echo," by Orlando di Lasso; "Lullaby," by Mozart; "The Deaf Old Woman," arranged by Donald Bryant;
and "Shadrack,"~y Robert McGimsey.

Debaters Attending
Alabama University
Discussion Meeting

A debate team composed of Frank
Alexander, Scharlotte Crouch, Edsel
Hughes, Loretta Lee and Duane
McCapmbell is to alltend a three day
Discussion Conference to be held
at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa Nov. 4-6.
- A Symposiuni' com
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Jay Murphy, an expert in International Law; Dr. Frederick Cox, an
expert in Near Eastern Affairs; and
Dr. John Ramsey, an expert in Far
Eastern Affairs discussed the points
concerning the national debate
question at the Nov. 4 evening session.
Today and tomorrow there will be
round-table discussions on the nati'onal debate question which is,
Resolved: That the United States
should extend diplomatic recognition to the communist government
in China. Each person will be rated
on an individual basis and the ratActivities for American Education ings will be announced.
The Harding Debate Team is sponWeek Nov. 7-13 have been planned
by Harding College, General W. P. sored by Prof. Thomas Olbricht.
Campbell's office has announced.·
Daily radio talks will be made
each day on KWCB, local radio station. Speaking Sunday will be Mayor
Frank. Headlee on "The Importance
of Colleges and Schools to the State
and Local Communities."
Speaking Monday will be Dr.
Frank L. Holmes, director of the
School of American Studies, on "Financing Public Education." Dr.
Alumni Executive Secretary JoseHolmes re~ently spoke to the Lions phene Connell will represent HarClub on the same topic.
ding College at the annual college
J. D. Fenn, director of placement day program held by the Atlanta,
at Harding, will be Tuesday's speak- Ga., high schools Nov. 8-12.
er. His topic is "The Importance of
Eadt year representatives from
Christian Character \iuilding in
colleges all over the United States
Colleges and Schools."
Perrin Jones will speak W ednes- speak to the high school seniors,
day on "The Importance and Duty answering questions about the colof the Press to the Welfare of Col- leges they represent and what opleges and schools." "The lmportlince portunities are offered by their parof College - Business Cooperation ticular college or university.
Miss Connell will visit 13 high
Within the State" will be Dr. George
schools in Atlanta as well as attend
S. Benson's subject Thursday.
Two Harding students will also other functions connected with the
participate on this series of pro- four day program.
grams. Friday, Jim Tuttleton, senior
student, will speak on "The Importance of Education to Young America." A junior, Joanne Hartman will
speak Saturday on the "Importance
~-: ">M<. '..£!.7 - - E
of Education to Future Mothers,
l;lomemokers, and Career Women of
America."
' Other stress in relation to American Education Week will be made
by the National Education Program
who will headline their monthly
letter toward the education week.
"Importance of the Role of Corporations in Aiding Higher Education"
will be the main topic discussed.

Education Week
Activities Planned

Forty-seven speakers from 20 states and five foreign
countries are scheduled to appear on Harding's 31st annual
Thanksgiving Lectureship beginning Nov. 15, and climaxing
the following Thursday night, the office of Dr. W. B. West,
head of the Bible department, has revealed.
The theme of the 1954 series is "The Church and the
Faith Once For All Delivered." All lectures will be held in the
adminstration-auditorium building.
- - - -- -- - - - - - - - I

IRC Schedules
Initial Meeting
The International Relations Club
meets Monday night at 8:15 o'clock
in the American Studies Auditorium.
The organization will be sponsored
by Dr. Richard F. Staar.
This meeting will be essentially
an organizational meeting at which
time the constitution will be read
and officers elected.
Purposes of the IRC are to build
international understanding, appreciation of other countries' problems
and to have a healthy critical attitude toward the policies of our own
government.
The IRC is essentially an organization for world politics but at the
same time, supports the ideal of
world fellowship.
All students and faculty members
are invited to attend and become
members.

Alumni .Secretary ATempo Supports
Harding Delegate Club Opera Project
To Atlanta, Ga.

Clean Lyles, Little Rock, will open
the series Monday night, Nov. 15.
His subject will be "What Was the
Faith Once and for All Delivered
Unto the Saints 1"
During the four day period, the
visiting lecturers will also speak at
the chapel periods.
Evening Lectures
G. C. Brewer, Na.shville,~nn.,
will speak the Nov. 16 eve · g on
"Some False Doctrines Which aced
the New Testament Church in the
First Century."
The Nov. 17 evening lecture will
feature two speakers, Harding's
president, Dr. GeorgeS. Benson, will
address the assembly on "Harding
College and the Faith Once Delivered." "Shares in Christian Education" will be Burton Coffman's topic.
Climaxing the lectures Nov. 18
will be C. E. McGaughey and Marshall Keeble. Their topics will be
respectively "The Faith Once Delivered Expressed in Christ - The
Hope of the World," and "The Faith
Once Delivered and the Church of
Tomorrow.''
Lectureship Activities
Social activities for the lectureship have been planned including
guided tours of the college campus
and interviews with the college administration and professors iconearning Harding College. The Alumni coffee is Nov. 18, and scheduled
the same day are the tea for visiting women and dinner for ministers
and elders. Ira Douthit will speak
to the dinner group.
Each evening before the lectures,
one of Harding's choral groups will
perform. Those scheduled to appear
the respective days ~are the men's
glee club, women's sextet, Harding
Chorale, women's glee club, men's
quartets and the Harding A Capella
Chorus.

A tempo, campus music organization, has chosen to study opera this
year, Kenneth Davis, sponsor announces. As its project, a tempo is
supporting the opera workshop
which is now in process.
A tempo presented the chapel
program today, including a male
quartet, a girls' sextette, a vocal
duet and an instrumental ensemble.
Membership for a tempo includes
music majors and minors and others
who are interested in broadening
their knowledge and appreciation
for music.
.. Nov. 5 - Columbus Boychoir.
The initiation will be Nov. 13 at
Dr. Nyaradi, chapel
Nov. 6 which time the new members will speaker.
present musical selections.
Nov. 8-11 - Ninth week exams.

Calendar

Herding Professor Once Government Intelligence Specialist

Endowment Dinner
Scheduled November f I
A dinner at the Rendezvous Nov.
11 is scheduled to honor Searcy
members and Harding faculty members of the Harding Living Endowment Asociation, General W. P.
Campbell stated this week.
Master of ceremonies will be Dr.
Jack Wood Sears. Main speaker for
the evening will be Dr. George S.
Benson who will address...t the group
on "The Importance of :Searcy and
Its Citizens to Harding College."

Dr. Richard F. Staar
A former intelligence specialist on
the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe is
now a member of Harding's faculty,
joining as associate professor of
political science in September.
He is Dr. Richard F. Staar who
has been in Washington, D. C. since
1949 working in the Department of
State as an intelligence officer. His
work as an intelligence specialist
required his knowledge of Russian,
German, Slovak, Polish, French and
The Bison will not be published Czech languages.
next week due to nine week exams.
Wlille in the Department of State,
The next Bison will be Nov. 19.
Dr. Staar conducted research pro-

Notice

'1.

viding political and sociological reports, studies and spot information
concerning political trends and the
interpretation of political developments to serve as background for
determining U. S. foreign policy affecting the Soviet orbit area. ·
Background
Before taking the State Department work, Dr. Staa.r had a rather
full life fn many respects. While
still in high school, he went to
Germany to study. After graduation,
he continued his studies in universities, only to be caught in Germany when the war began.
Taken as a hostage by the Germans, he was put along with approximately 800 Americans and 400
British in an old Bishop's palace in
Bavaria which served the Germans
as an internment camp. He was
confined in this camp from 1942
until 1945 when he was repatriated
ori the last exchange made before
the war ended.
Studied With British P,rofessors
While in the internment camp,
Dr. Staar had the priviledge of
studying under several British Professors. Before he was exchanged,
Dr. Staar passed the University of
London Matriculation examination,
which is in itself an accomplishment.

After returning to the United
States, Dr. Staar continued his studies, receiving 'his B. A. from Dickinson College where he graduated
with honors and received election
into Phi Beta Kappa. Next came his
M.A. from Yale, where he attended
on an university fellowship, followed
by his Ph.D. received from the University of Michigan. While there, he
was made a member of Phi Kappa _
Phi, graduate school honor society
for high scholarship.
Dr. Staar's master's thesis, "Political Administration of the Red
Army" was published by the Training and Publications Division of the
United States army, and University
Microfilms published his doctoral
dissertation, "Political Framework
of Communist Poland."
Preparing Articles
He is now preparing a series of
articles on East European Satellite
states to be published in professional
journals. Dr. Staar has already sent
five out for publication.
Dr. Staa.r says he has always
wanted to teach, and he finds his
present work much more satisfying
than his government occupation. He
also· mentioned that Harding is a
growing institution, and he will enjoy watchinr the rrowth.

-~'t!t:
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Editorializing

Around
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Ninth Week Comes Next

Campus

Next week marks the ninth week, and not the ninth hour
as it may seem to many. And firmly established here at
Harding a~e the exam~ which go traditionally with the ninth
week. We have notic'ed, however, this year that more test
emphasis has been placed on the eighth week than on the
ninth. It has been done with the thought that so many tests
will be scheduled during the ninth week, why not get it over
with this week?
So far it seems that too· many have had the same idea.
Consequently, more tests have fallen on this week than are
scheduled for next. Quite a few activities are scheduled this
week, whereas next week dates have been left open specifically
that nights will be for studying.
We appreciate the professors' concern in trying -to make
the test week a bit lighter, but we would like to request that
the eighth week be relieved from tests.

Recognition Of Education Week
Harding's right to celebrate American Education Week,
November 8-13, may be found in her products scattered all
over the earth. Men and women who received a part of their
formal education at Harding are now located in 45 states, the
District of Columbia and 13 foreign countries. These Hardinginfluenced-alumni number in the thousands. A few years ago
a study showed that 53 per cent of Harding Alumni were
teachers and preachers. Their education at Harding is reaching
other thousands!
To offer the best academic work possible in this size
school! Harding decided a number of years to make her scholastic standards meet those r;equired for certification in the North
Central Accrediting Association. This was done and recognition
from North Central came last year.
To give the students the best possible teachers, Harding's
facUlty is carefully selected to represent the best in character
and educational training.
Alumni and friends believing in the type education Harding offers are willing to give money enough to supplement
fees and tuition and time enough to tell others about the school
so that they will come as students or send their childJ.en. Without this support, Harding College could not exist. Fees and
tuition pay less than half the operational expenses. ll no one
told others about Harding, there would be no students.
This year Harding College is giving educational opportunities to 775 (including the graduate department). These men
and women have come from 46 states and five foreign countries.
The state not sending a student is Nevada! The teaching staff
numbers 57 (four on leave) who represent at least 77 other
higher institutions of learning.
To what points of the earth the present students go is a
future speculation. Wherever they choose to locate; they will
take their Harding education with them.
Harding has good reasons to join hands with other educational institutions in celebrating American Education Week!

I·Rc Functioning Again
We have heard very little if nothing at all this year from
the once most active club on campus know as the IRC. But this
group has not entirely drifted out of sight or sound. Plans are
now being made for an organizational meeting Monday night
at which time officers will be elected.
The International Relations Club was chartered in 1952 at
which time Dr. Charles D. Kenney became sponsor. He helped
the group become one of the most active organizations on the
campus. IRC delegates went to Lebannon, Tenn., to the model
U.N. gathering, bringing home all honors. Last spring, another
delegation traveled to David Lipscomb to play an active part
as the United States at the model U. N. there.
The mainstay of the club did not return this year due to
transfers and drafts, but the organization is not dying out by
any means. Activities are being planned for the year and that
is to get underway Monday night. Dr. Richard F. Staar will
sponsor the club.
Purposes of the ffiC are to build international understanding, appreciation of otehr countries' problems and to have a
healthy critical attitude toward the policies of our own government.
Last year the club accomplished some of their objectives
by presenting a moak security council as they also did in 1952.
is essentially an organization for world politics but at
the same time, supports the ideal o£ world fellowship.
Why not give your support to the IRC?

me

Week's Thought
It a man empties his purse into
J¥s head, no man can take it away
from him. An investment in knowledge always has the best interest.
-Franklin

THE MOHICANS

Happy Birthday
Paula Win.sor .................... Nov.
Tony Pippen ........................ Nov.
Don England .................... Nov.
Camille Anderson ............ Nov.
Marilyn Thompson ............ Nov.
Weborn Hayhurst ............ Nov.
Wallace Alexander ............ Nov.

6
7
7
8
9
9
9

By Joanne Hartman
Everything happens during pledge
week from tombstone investigating
to budding flagpoles. One group of
boys was pledged to get information from tombstones in the cemetary, but they were frightened away
by uniformed ghosts.
The dinner line was serenaded by
two Galaxy "birds" high in a tree
singing "Listen to the Mocking
Bird." Jimmy Garner sang while
Herman Leake chirped in with an
occasional "tweet tweet."
Several clubs had their pledges
take polls with the following results:
· A Sigma Tau Sigma pledge asked
Margaret Hardy her idea of a perfect
date. "A boy," was the reply. Delmar
Browning was asked by an Omega
Phi pledge what excuse a girl could
give a boy if she didn't want- to go
out with him. His reply was "Well,
honey, I stubbed my toe, honey, and
I just couldn't foot it, honey."
Some pledges were discussing future banquets when they were told
that riding in cars to such affairs
was allowed. Intereste9-, Carroll Leah
Pearson asked, "Can we ride in the
same car as our date?"
One pledge walked up to Lola
Eades ap.d said casually, "They're
looking for you."
"Who?"
"The buzzards."
The campus has been quite a
sight with pledges trying their angling ability in the fish pond, sawing
down imaginary trees, using the
timber to build the new art building
and watering the flagpole. It seems
as if water was just what the flagpole needed, because it budded in
the form of a box which read, "Alia
GATA."
Changing the subject from pledging to classes, Dr. J. D. Bales asked
one of his classes to meet the next
Saturday instead of Friday. "Any
objections?" he asked. "Yes, I'm
excused from my Friday's classes"
was Weldon Hatcher's disgusted reply.
Belinda Clark expressed her desire to learn to ride horses. "It's
easy," spoke up Dennie HaD. "You
say 'get up' when you want to go
and 'whoa' when you want to stop.
I don't know what you do when you
want to shift gears - twist his tail
I suppose."
Sally Hottel invented a new way
of fishing when she joined other
W.H.C. pledges at the fish pond
last week. Using a straightened-out
coat-hanger, a piece of twine, an
open safety-pin and a dead cricket
she proceeded to fish,as her pledgemasters demanded. Fifteen minutes
later she surprised not only herself
but also her pledge-masters when
she succeeded in catching a real
fish! The only catch was that the
fish was dead.

Famous Last Words nine week exams.''

1

"I've got plenty of time to stu.b' for the

HINK ON THESE THINGS
By Charles Pittman

A stranger accosted me before to these boring speakers, you'd
chapel one morning and asked me study too!"
to accompany him to chapel. We sat
"Does the fact that the speaker
in the balcony so we could observe is boring excuse you for being purethe proceedings.
ly rude to him?"
·
During the singing I leaned over
My patience was wearing thin,
and asked the stranger, "Have you so I was glad when chapel ended.
ever heard such magnificent sing- Perhaps the stranger would quit
ing ? We're rather proud of our being so critical now.
singing."
The crowd began to scatter as we
"Musically it is very good," he came out the front doors of the
said, "but I wonder . . ."
Administration building, and we saw
"Wonder what, sir?" was my a student with his suitcase walking
immediate query.
toward town as if to catch a bus.
"Oh, I was just wondering how
"There must have been a death in
many in the audience know and his family; otherwise, he wouldn't
feel the meaning of the words they be going home in the middle of the
are singing." ·
week like this," observed the strang"But nearly everyone is singing, er.
sir!" I protested.
.
"No, he's leaving school."
"Yes, I know. My curiosity still
"But why?" was his question.
remains. Check into it."
I nodded my head and sadly adA student arose to read the scrip- mitted, "We sorta froze him out.
ture selected for the morning. He He was my roommate. My suiteread very well, but the stranger mates and I didn't have much to
whispered, "How many are\ listening
do with him. We would slip out and
to what is being read?"
leave him at meal time. He didn't
Completely taken aback by this have a very aggressive personality
stranger's continued impertinence, I and didn't make friends easily. I'm
made no reply.
afraid we didn't do much to help
Next, the one selected to lead the him overcome his nostalgia.''
prayer arose and began. It was what
I didn't look up, but I could feel
most would consider an excellent
prayer. It lasted 15 minutes. After- the man's gaze fixed on me. After
wards I simply couldn't resist re- a minute he suggested that we go
marking how uplifting the prayer to the Inn for breakfast. On the
way he wanted to know how many
was.
"How .many times did your mind of our students read their Bibles
regularly. He wondered how many
wander?"
I was aghast at his i~solence and praCY regularly.
His questions were 9o piercing
could not say a word. My anger was
somewhat alleviated when I noticed that they haunted me. I didn't know
the speaker taking his place. The the answers to them, and I was
students began to open their books almost afraid to find out the answers.
to study.
"Do your students always study
Closer to the Inn, I resumed the
in chapel?" the stranger inquired. conversation. "By the way, what
Now on the defensive, I retorted, is your name?"
Wbat did you enjoy most about "If you were forced to come to
"Jesus,'' was the reply.
pledge week?
chapel against your will and listen
And immediately he disappeared.
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Clubs Initiate;
Formal, Informal
Initiations Held
By Jo Anne King

Saturday night constituted the
final night of pledging. Some members welcomed their pledges with
formal initiations, while others initiated very informally.
The H H H club initiated informally on Friday night, the report of
which was only a comment, "They'll
never forget it!" The club's formal
welcoming came on Saturday night
in the form of a party given by their
sponsor Mrs. James Burrow. The
entertainment for the evening was
given by the pledges. It consisted
of letters received from the various
pledges' dates, and proved to be
quite interesting.
The T.N.T.ers culminated a week
of pledging with their initiation
Monday night on "Hobo Island."
Everyone had a good time - especially the old members. The constitution was then signed by the
new and old members, and plans
were discussed for forthcoming
football games.
·
The L. C. club held its initiation
in third floor reception room of
Cathcart Hall Saturday night. After
the candlelight ceremony, the pledg-
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Miss Jackie Jones was honored
with a birthday party Oct. 17, in
Cathcart Hall. Refreshments of cake
and coke were served by the hostess, Miss Margaret Hardy. Others
present wer·e the Misses Jo Ann
Hartman, Patsy Prevett, Lola Eades,
Marjorie Hyatt, Kathy Sample,
Carolyn Hutt, Dot McGinnis, Margie McGinnis and Lee Albright.

GINGER JACKSON, Society Ed{tor

Socially Speaking

oi·

November 5, 1954

Birthday Party Honors
Jackie Jones. Oct. 17

M. M. Garrison
Jeweler
Searcy, Arkansas

~

es entertained old members with a
program consisting · of skits and
musical numbers. Refreshments of
punch, sandwiches, and individual
cakes were served.
The final- rites of the Mohican
pledges were held Saturday I;Light
at Camp Wyldewood. Fun was had
by all as the traditional "branding"
of the pledges took place. The pledges were revived with hot dogs and
cold drinks, with a quick trip
through the cemetery to wind up
the festivities for the evening. The
new members were officially welcomed at the meeting Monday
night. The penalities regarding
tardies and absences were made
known.
The Tofebts held their initiation
Saturday at Echo Haven. The Rew
members were welcomed in with a
candlelight ceremony made impressive by the girl's formals, roses, and
a fire in the fireplace. Each pledge
was initiated separately, and presented with a corsage of red roses.
Rt:lfreshments of spiced tea, mints
arid petit fours were served. The
informal part came afterwards in
Mrs. Dykes apartment with the
reading of the pledge books and reports on dates.
The Omega Phi ' ~Finites" were
taken to the Stapleton's farm Saturday night for an informal initiation.
After roasting weiners and marshmellows in the fire-place, the pledges
entertained ,the pledgemasters.
The formal initiation of pledges
was held Sunday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Perry Mason. Refreshments of punch, stuffed dates and
cookies were served.
The Ju Go Jus held their formal
initiation in the home of their cosponsor Mrs. L. C. Sears Saturday
night. Refreshments of tea cakes
carrying out the club colors, openface sandwiches, and lime punch
were served.
A formal initiation was given for

12 new members of the Delta Chi
club. Della Stokes presided over the
ceremony. White mums were presented to the new members. Refreshments of tea cakes, lime sharbert punch, and mints, were served.
Entertainment was furnished by the
new members.
The formal initiation for the Regina club pledges was held Saturday
night in the home of their sponsor,
Mrs.,.Joe Pryor. An impressive ceremony led by Peggy Futrell initiated
the new members. Refreshments of
spiced tea cakes, mints and nuts
were served.
Formal candlelight initiation for
the GATAs was held:. at their sponsor's home Saturday. Decorations
of the club colors, blue and white,
were prominent throughout the
party room. Each pledge was presented with a white chrysanthemum,
the club flower. Mrs. Betty Nossaman cut the cake, and Mrs. Baggett
served the spiced punch.
Feature attraction of the MEA
initiation evening was the entertainment program presented by the
14 pledges for the benefit of the
six old members and sponsor, Mrs.
Ruth Atteberry. The program consisted of skits, readings, jokes and
musical numbers.
While singing around the fireplace, the girls consumed large
quahtitie~; of hot chili, crackers, coffee, cookies, soft drinks and popcorn.
The early morning birds watched
20 tired, cold, but happy girls pile
into the truck and head for home.
Eighteen Frater Sodalis pledges
will be initiated Sunday night. They
are Billy Bohannan, James Dickson,
Thomas Eades, Dale Gurganus, Bill
Hampton, James McCutchin, J. B.
McGinness, Eddie Morphis, Robert
L. Patton, Randy Parks, Pat Robinson, Bernard Shrable, Bernie Shrable, Hank Simmons, Darrell Skinner,
Patrick Stewart, David Wayne and
Nellis Williams.
Sigma Tau Sigma hudclled 18
lowly pledges together after church
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Crosley .. Televisions
~dios Refrigerators
Home Freezers -Ranges
Bendix washers and Dryers

Sport shirts for

TRAWICK'S
Appliance Store

every young man

WELCOME
to

VAN'S COTTAGES

East Race St. - Searcy
Phone 1297

Mr. & Mrs. Chester Speak
1700 Race St. Phone 623
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GAT A Pledges' Are
Dinner Hostesses·

Halloween Party
GATA ghosts, flappers and hillbillie!i gathered together in Cathcart
Hall, Oct. 31, for the traditional club
Halloween party. The time element
was no barrier; there were guests
from the gay '90's, roaring '20's and
the swinging '54's. Miss GATA of
200U was also present.
Entertainment was furnished by
the new members. Hostesses, Lola
Eades and Joanne Hartman, served
refreshments of popcorn, apples and
cokes to the members.
Sunday night and headed for initiation grounds at Echo Dale.
The pledges were blindfolded and
put through a three mile hike over
clifts and through underbruSh. The
caravan's trail actually consisted of
circles around the dam, lead by
president Weldon (Daniel Boone)
Hatcher.
Following the exhausting trek, the
Sigma Taus and pledges gathered
around a camp fire for a few doses
of witchcraft. The pledges were first
"treated" with raw eggs and then
branded.
Passing the tests, the pledges were
then served "Sloppy Joe" burgers,
cokes and cookies. The escapade
ended at 1:30 a.m.
Fifteen badly-frightened pledges
became full-fledg€d members of the
W. H. C. club Sunday night somewhere on the grounds belonging to
Camp Wyldewood.
The pledges were blind-folded and
driven out to Camp Wyldewood
where the were walked all over the
grounds before being initiated. After having eaten worms, eyeballs
and medicine which the old members. said was a precaution against
colds, the new members were treated to an unusual experience, that
of a weiner roast at midnight. Following the program presented by
the new members, the club sponsor,
Mrs. W. B. West Jr., took the members to her house for a bunking
party.

HAILE

THE pIT

Ill

Oct. 18, 40 juniors spent an enjoyable afternoon at Camp Wyldewood, hiking and playing baseball,
ping-pong and horseshoes.
The menu for the outing consisted of sloppy joes, potato chips, cokes
and cookies.
Professor and Mrs. Jim Atteberry
are sponsors for the group.

6 for $1.00
The Besf Bar-8-Q In Town .

~·

Echo Haven was ,the scene of a
formal evening buffet dinner Oct. 18.
Miss Janis Redwine served from
a table which was decorated with
a yellow and red canna arrangement and red tapers. Tables decorated with arrangements of floating
marigolds were situated in the living room for the guests.
Miss Anne Bradke, hostess, planned the menu of crown rib roast,
dressing, cole slaw, green beans,
coffee, rolls and apple pie.
Guests were the Misses Jessie Lou
Smith, Hellen Yohe, Beulah Maudy,
Jo Connell, Marietta Grady, Alta
Cheek, Camile Anderson and Joan
Westbrook.

Ceremony Unites
Harding Couple
In an impressive ceremony performed Aug. 20 in the Lancaster
Calif., Church of Christ, Miss Delores Lacy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. W. Lacy, became the bride of
Eddie Morphis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. D. Morphis.
The vows were read by Rosse
Long, Lancaster, Calif., and Loyld
Taylor, San Louis Obispo, Calif.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a chapel length
lace dress and carried a bouquet of
pink and white carnations.
Mrs. Nelda Lacy, aunt of the
bride, was matron of honor. She
wore a blue taffeta dress and her
bouquet was of carnations.
Bridesmaids were Anne Howe,
Claudia Mashuk, Joy Arnold and
Joyce Holland. They wore gowns of
yellow taffeta with a matching halo
of flowers to match.
Clarence Lovelace, Bakersfield,
Calif., served as best man. Ushers
were Bobby Lacy, L. T. Gurganus,
Duane Bartell and Jerry Edwards.
After a wedding trip along the
west coast, Mr. and Mrs. Morphis
are at home in Searcy where Mr.
Morphis is attending Harding College. Mrs. Morphis is employed at
the Little Red School House.

Patronize
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Echo Haven Scene
Of Buffet Dinner

FEATURING-

Hamburgers • • • • 18c

3

Juniors Have Otuing
At Camp Wyldewood

GATA muds were hostesses for a
dinner at the Rendezvous Nov. 1, to
express their gratitude to the old
members for the kindness shown
the muds during pledge week.
The menu consisted of tomato
juice appetizers, fruit salad, fried
chicken, green peas, snowflake potatoes, gravy, cranberry sauce, rolls,
lemon icebox pie, coffee and tea.
Guests of honor were the Misses
Lola Eades, Joanne Hartman, Margie Hyatt and Mrs. Janette Baggett,
club sponsor.
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Pledge Week Notes
Queer Happenings
A recent notice on the bulletin
board was a lost item! "A Phi Delta
rat answering to the name of Culthbert with terminal appendage missing."
· It is reported that during pledge
week the graveyard search of certain Delta Iota and Sigma Tau Sigma pledges ended rather abruptly
just as a certain black and white
car came into view.
Wil Goodheer was rather disturbed when upon reading the list of
best looking boys which Mohican
pledges had gathered from their
dates, his· name was not found. Finally, in reading the complete letter
from one girl he found, "I'm sure
that the Mohicans will have a good
year." "There it is," he shouted.
So we suppose he's satisfied now.
Tri-Kappa pledges had just finished their concert in the student center in which "The Gopher Song"
was featured. "All right," shouted
a pledgemaster, "Does everyone
have a date for supper tonight?"
If not get one." There was a quick
shuffle of feet and immediately the
room was vacated by most of the
opposite sex, leaving the little old
"gopher girls" standifig alone with
only their keys and grey and gold
stockings to comfort them.
The Lambda Sigma pledges performed a fitting climax to a week
of pledging when they carried out
their duties as slaves after they had
been auctioned off to the highest
bidder by their pledge-masters.
Also included in their week's activities were the duties of the
"Snakey Patrol." The members of
the patrol were equipped with flashlights, pad's, pencils and good eyesight. Their duties were to stop, take
down the names of the offenders,
and arrest all the couples found
holding hands on the campus. Then
there were also the visit to the
graveyard, the requirement which
called for four dates with sealed
letters and the campusology reports.

Miss Hazel Stroud's
Engagement Told
Mr. and Mrs. Linson Stroud, Morrilton, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Hazel Lois, to James
Otis Griffith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Emmett Griffith, Conway.
Miss Stroud, a former student at
Harding, is novr residing with her
parents. Mr. Griffith, a senior at
Harding, is completing his degree
in biology.
The couple is planning a late summer wedding in 1955.

DeHa Chi$ Enjoy
Bunking Party Sunday
Fun, food and music were enjoyed by the Delta Chis at the home
of Jo Lilly, an honorary member,
Sunday night.
A midnight supper consisted of
hot dogs, potato chips, pickles and
hot chocolate were served to the
members.

Miss Armstrong
Weds Charles Rich
Miss lnell Armstrong became the
bride of Charles Rich Oct. 18 at the
Pleasant Grove Church of Christ,
Dallas, Tex. The lovely ceremony
was performed by Virgil Trout,
Walters, Okla.
The maid of honor was Miss Mary
Ellen Fletcher, and Mr. Bill Grisham
served as b!lst man. Cynthia Ann
Minchew, the bride's niece, was
flower girl, and Philip Armstrong
and Roger Rich served as ushers
and candlelighters.
The music was furnished by Miss
Lolita Williams, who sang "I Love
You Truly" and "Because." Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Baker and sons, George
and James, sang the wedding march,
the prayer, "Father, Hear the Prayey We Offer" and the recessional.
The bride's dress was nylon tulle
with a lace balero. The veil was
nylon tulle held in place by a tiara
of pearls. She carried ·a white Bible
topped with a white orchid.
Following the wedding, a recption
was held at 8628 Woodcastle Drive
in Dallas. Mrs. J eanelle Stephen and
Mrs. Barbara Minchew assisted in
the serving.
Mr. and Mrs. Rich are living in
Vet Village, and they are ,enrolled
in Harding College.

Home Ec Group Meets
Echo Haven was the scene of the
Home Economics club social meeting
Nov. 1. Miss Joan Westbrook, entertainment chairman, directed the
games, which included some auessing games with a Biblical background.
Hot chocolate was served at the
close of the evening.

Sho~ Shop

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11

PORTRAIT
SPECIAL

1•8x10- $2.98

Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Van Winkle,
Bay, announce the engagement and
appraching marriage of t h e i r
daughter, Nancy Louise, to Mr.
Richard Walker, son of Mrs. H. G.
Walker, Memphis Tenn., and the
late Mr. H. G. Walker.
Miss Van Winkle is a graduate of
Harding College where she was ·a
member of the Omega Phi social
club, F.T.A., Campus Players and
was selected as the Frater Sodalis
sweetheart. She is now employed
with the Bradford Public Schools.
Mr. Walker is also a graduate of
Harding College where he was a
member of the Sub T social club,
Campus Players, Alpha Psi Omega,
the Petit Jean staff and the Harding A Capella Chorus. He is now
employed as professor of speech a,t
Harding.
The wedding will be an event of
Dec. 19 in the Bay Church of Christ:
Dr. Clifton G-anus, Searcy, will perform the ceremony.

Miss Peggy Robertson
Chosen Academy Queen
At pre-game ceremonies of the
Harding Academy-Des Arc game
last night, Peggy Robertson, Little
Rock, was crowned homecoming
queen of the Academy. Roy Vanderpool and Freddy Massey, football
co-captains, crowned Miss Robertson.
Attending Miss Robertson as
royalty were Faye Berry, Ila Verne
Crews, Maucia Van Sandt and Charlene Harris.
' Yesterday afternoon ·featured a
parade ·by the Academy students
and the Harding Band through down
town Searcy , and a pep rally in
front of the college Administration
building.
Miss Robertson is a senior in the
Academy, a member of the Beta
club, the Academy chorus, the K.A.T.
social club and is an Academy cheerleader.
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"The Friendly Store"

NIW!
a place for

everything!
MASONITE PEG-BOARD*

AI &Dean's
Cafe

panels; per sq. ft .........

And everything in it1 place I
Strong perforated panels go up
fast, last a lifetime I Choice of 70
metal hangers you install or remove in an instant. Come in now I

Welcome Harding
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DELUXE
BARBER SHOP

Reg. T.M. 8. 8. Butler Mfg. Co. Inc.
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Bill's
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I alrc~ts - 65c I
Barber Shop
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35c
5

I EhAIS TogMARSKET'GbR o·cERt

Phone 186

g 1!> 01 East Race Street

17~c

fixtures .... ~ ............... 1c to 37c

Highway 67 East

C. J. Fansler
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A spectroscope
was t h e mam
terest at the second meeting of the
Science club Tuesday night. Prof.
Lawson conducted a discussion on
electromagnetic waves.
Permanent officers approved by
the club are Eugene Bailey, president; Joan Nance, vice-president;
Lenore Felix, secretary-treasurer;
and Bob Claunch, reporter-historian.
The next meeting will be held in
Room 200 of the Science Hall, Nov.
11 at 8:15 p.m.

The D.Frost-0-Matic Co. of Chicago has openings now and through
the summer months for salesmen to
demonstrate their produce, an electric device which automatically concerts any electric refrigerator into
a self-defrosting unit. The product
is fully tested, carries the Good
Housekeeping seal and is completely
guaranteed against any defects for
'two years. Salesmen have made $400
to $500 a month in spare time selling.
A regulator company in Chicago
wants men interested in being Serve or Development Engineers.
All inquires concerning the above
should be made through the placement office in the American Studies
building, room 113. J . D. Fenn, director of placement, will help the
individual in finding employment.

1 block north of Baker
Chevrolet

3

Ben Franklin

Male, unmarried, 21 to 30 years of
age, 1 college graduate and one who
has completed military service. Selected trainees undergo an extensive
four month training course and will
be paid a starting salary of $60 per
week in addition to $5 per day expense allowance six days a week.

Expert Watch Repair

A mural depicting the activities
of the life of a christian has been
placed in the entrance hall of the
academy building. The art department under the supervision of Mrs.
Perry Mason, Lee Roberts and
Herb Dean has worked diligently
for the past three years on this
project.

.

The placement office announced
this week more available positions
in the sales and engineering side of
employtnent.
A dentist supply company in New
York is desirous of. increasin~ its
sales force. Qualifications are:

~---·------------·
All Work Guaranteed

Mural Completed

J. D. pH ILLIPS

PHELP'S

Van Winkle, Walker Placement Office Science Group
To Marry Dec. 19 Has Job Openings Approves Officers
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Men's And Young Men's Suits ....
$24.75 - $35.75
Boy's Suits ....
$17.75-$19.95
Men's Jackets ....
$4.90- $14.50

MORRIS & SONS
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12 Billfolds $2.98

Wm. Walker Studio
Phone 694

See the
BARGAIN TABLES

Grace Neal Florist
Colored candles, ceramics and gift items

m

Col_lege
Bookstore
•

one-third oil on
sweat shirts

We deeply appreciate Harding College
both faculty and students

You Can't Miss When You
SHOP

Serving Good Food For 22 Years

Sterling Stores
"Be Thrilty"
Searcy's Leading 5c ~ $1.00
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Harding's 31st·
Fall lectureship
Series Scheduled
November 15-18

'I

Among the 47 speakers appearing on the Lectureship Nov. 15~18 are: Top row (1. to r.) Hugo McCord, Otis Gatewood, Clifton Rogers, P. D. Wil~
meth, A. C. Carpenter, Cecil Wright, Clean Lyles, Allen Vann, C. B. Thomas, Jim Bill Mclnteer. Second row: Edward Craddock, L. C. Lawson, Willard
Collins, Norvel Young, Marshall Keeble; George S. Benson, Glen Pace, C. E. McGaughey, H. A. Dixon and Robert Lyles\The 31st annual Lectureship
is under the direction of Dr. W. B. W~t, Jr., head of the Bible department.

(See Story On Page One)

Film .Forum Presents Slum Problems November 27th
RIP VAN WINK.LE
·Has brought lower gas prices to
the Searcy area.

Regular

24.9

No better
Gas at
Any Price

Ethyl

26 .9

"What's the Answer to Slums?"
will be second American Film Forum
presentation Nov. 27 in the Ameri~
can Studies Auditorium, Dr. Frank
L. Holmes has announced.
Charles E. Slusser, Commissioner
bf Public Housing Administration,
and Charles T. Stewart, Director of
the Urban Land Institute, will be
the participants discussing the prob~
!em. Marquis Childs serves as moderator.
The Film Forum states that there
is hardly a community in the United
States which is not affected by a
housing problem. It is truly a naCharles E. Slusser
Charles T. Stewart
tional and. knotty subject, and one
~jJIIIIIJIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIUDIIIIIIIIIIIIClllliiUIIUDIJIIIIIIJIIJDUIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIUIIIIDUIUIIIIIIIDfiiiiiiiiiiii:JIIIIIIIIIIUDOIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIInl l(< which continues to vex citizens on
~
~ every level. There is no argument
~
§ about its existence, the forum said.
§
"Basically, the difference lies in
§
5 whether or not housing should be
D
a
=
~ accomplished by private industry or
§
by federal agency," the forum stated.
Stewart, representing private industry, advocates the thesis that the
job can be done better and less expensively by industry. He points out
that a program of rehabilitation
rather than widespread demolition
~
•
a can effectively do a great portion
·5
a of the the job.
~
~
Slusser disagrees and champions
the cause of federal housing in or9
- der to replace approximately nine
§
million dwellings which are below
§ standard, and since it is such a
huge problem, private industry is
a
~ incapable
of handling it.

§

Located on Highway 67 & Old Kensett Road
2 Miles East of Harding College
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We Gladly Give S&H Green Stamps
High Quality

Low Prices

Open til 9 p.m. everyday

"'ONDER
IOntED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

SUPER MARKET

COCA-COLA B01TLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas
"Cob"

Ia

a rqloterecl trade mark.
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Harding Graduate
Columbus Boychoir Sings Tonight At 8 Marries In August
G •
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Story on page one)

ACADEMY

became members of the Kappa Alpha Theta social club.

NEWS IN BRIEF
In an impressive candlelight ceremony, 12 pledges were initiated into
the Sigma Theta Alpha Roe club at
the home of Jamie Stanford, Nov. 1.
The club's informal initiation was
held Saturday night at the Andy T.
Ritchie home. After several performances by the pledges, refreshments consisting of pop-corn and
spiced tea were served.
The K. A. T. Club held their informal initiation Oct. 30 at Ruthie
Hutchison's house. The evening was
begun by the girl's telling of their
different dates, and other pledge
duties. The girls were initiated into
the club by various "tasks" performed by the members! After the
much-dreaded initiating was over,
the girls enjoyed refreshments consisting of pop-corn, and hot chocolate. They later sat by an outdoor
fire telling ghost stories.
The semi-formal initiation was
held Monday night at Charlene Harris's house. The program was a
candle-light service during which
the pledges took their vows, and

The Sub-Deb club held its informal
initiation at the home of Deanna
Roten Saturday night.
The semi-formal initiation took
pllJ.ce at Loretta Huffard's home
Monday night. The new members
were initiated in the traditional way
by the president, Ila Verne Crews.
After the vows were taken, cokes
and cookies were served and several
group pictures were taken.
The Key club is a service club
established for the purpose of developing better citizenship. In an
effort to better acquaint members
with the business men and the pub~
lie high school in town, the' Key
club sends two boys to the Searcy
Key club meeting on Wednesday
and to the · Kiwanis meeting on
Thursday. Their own meeting is on
Friday.
The newly organized Academy
Large Chorus has an enrollment of
approximately 85 members. This
group meets once a week for an
hour and a half and will present a
program of selections by Sigmund
Romberg later in the year. Prof.
Eddie Baggett is the director.

Old Cars For Less

Western Auto
Store

JOE MOODY
Body Shop

Used Cars

"Across Pleasure from Yarnell's"

215 W. Arch

Searcy

Echo Haven Girls Are
Slumber Party Hostesses

Spaghetti Supper
Sla.ted Tuesday Mite

Ten girls trudged back to the
dorm regretfully last Monday morn~
Miss Gayle Igo, daughter of Mr.
A "spaghetti supper" will be held
and Mrs. Granville C. Igo, of Lub~ ing after a night in Harding's lux- by the Harding Elementary unit of
bock, Tex., and Mr. Joe Burks, 'son urious Echo Haven.
the P.T.A. Tuesday night, Nov. 9.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Burks also of
Mrs. John Schrade, presiJj.ent of the
The home management house,
Lubbock were united in marriage
local unit, stated the affair would
completed
last
year,
is
occupied
by
Aug. 26 at the Sunset Church of
be held in · the hallway of the
Christ in Lubbock. Presiding at the five lucky girls who were hostesses Harding Academy adjacent to the
for the "slumber" party. They are:
double ring ceremony was ,Alvin 0.
home economics department.
Stevens, minister of the Clovis
Ann Bradke, Janis Redwine,
Mrs. Neva Smith is general chairChurch of Christ, Clovis, N. Mex.
Camille Anderson, Alta Cheek and man and is in charge of preparing
A beautiful setting was supplied Joan Westbrook. House manager is the spaghetti. Plans call for enough
by white .gladiolas and chrysanthe- Mrs. S. A. Bell, professor of home to serve approximately 200 including
mums decorating the altar, which economics.
adults and children. There should
was centered with candelabra of
be enough spaghetti for all and
The party got under way as guests everyone is invited.
white tapers. Presenting wedding
arrived
about
9:30
Sunday
evening.
music were the Broadway Church
Serving will begin promptly r at
of Christ chorus and Horace Coff- Tours through the house, general 5:45 p.m. and continue until 7 p.m.
gab
sessions
and
musical
interludes
man, soloist. Musical offerings included "0 promise Me," "Because" furnished entertainment for the
would-be slumberers.
and "Be With Us, Lord."
Attending Miss lgo were Miss
"Later" in the evening, cherry
Noretta Trantham as maid of honor punch and hot cinnamon rolls were
and Misses Onida Burks and Gwen- served by hostess Joan Westbrook,
dolyn Burks, sisters of the bride- before the girls settled down for
groom, as bridesmaids.
an .all night's nap.
The best man was Wilburn Burks,
Midnight talent included one of
cousin of the bridegroom, and ushers
were Robert Igo, brother of the the number, a talented mimicker,
bride, Roy Reeves and Wayne Whit- doing various animal sounds, as
well as an unexpected intrusion of
son.
Mrs. Burks is a graduate of "a lady in whit."
Friendship High School and attendThe tinkling of a bell next morned Texas Tech the past year. She
Brew flowery magic at your
is attending Little Rock Junior col- ing invited the group to a breakHallowe'en party with chrysanthemuows,
fast of orange juice, french toast,
pompona, and other fall flowers along
loge this fall.
llrlth the ilabiiM and witches.
4'
Mr. Burks is a graduate of Ropes- bacon and coffee.
ville High School and was graduated
s9'~~~
It is reported that the following,
from Harding College this summer. who were guests at the party are
His plans a),"e to continue gradu- considering the possibility of makate work in Little Rock as a mem- ing Echo Haven their abode someber of the Ford Foundation teacher time in the future: ·
experimental program.
Mr. and Mrs. Burks are making
Carolyn Hut, Patsy Prevett, Betty Ann Floyd, Peggy Gross, Johnice
their home in Little Rock.
Young, Charlotte Crouch, Frances
Bateman, Jennie Majors, Yvonne
Davis and Betty Helm.

'I

Grace Neal
Florist

The Bison will not be
published next week
due to nine week exams

See our selection of Dress and Sport Wear

Kroh's Ladies Apparels

Houser's Station
'"~he

Friendly Station"

308 S. Main
- - _J

We have a complete line of popular priced
shoes.
Shoe Repair

--

Cleaning & Dying

Welcome Students

OUR WORK IS GUARANTEED

to

MODERN SHOE STORE

Cato's Barber Shop
218 W. Arch

106 W. Race St.- Next to Lightle & Royston Ins. Co.
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1 NEU'S JEWELRY

I watches

20 Units
Air Conditioned -

Steam Heat

Telephone 1128
Telephone in every room

diamonds

THEY'RE NEW!!!

I
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Get Trading Stamps at.

ROSEANN MOTEL
and Restaurant
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LA VOGUE
Beauty Shop
Phone 255

U.S. Highway 67

DRUGMASTER

Searcy, Arkansas

Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Morris, Owners -managers
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Let Us Serve You ....
and Thanks
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COWARD'S
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BERRYHILL'S
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CLEANERS
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Sporting Goods
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Humko Shortening, 3 lb. can
99c
(with each can you get a pint of sa lad oil free)
Maxwell House Instant Coffee, 6 oz. jar $1.79
Cheese, 2 lb. box
59c

SEE US FOR YOUR CLUB JACKETS

I
~

HAMBURGERS
2 for 25c
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Immediate redemption on 4' page book
Double Stamps for P~escriptions

Park Avenue Grocery
"We Appreciate Your Business"
We Deliver

S&H Green Stamps
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Harding Academy
Wildcats Bow .

lnDr.~!~•. !~~~~~~o1 r;~·
W. P. Campbell spent Oct. 25 and
26 in New York City where they
met appointments with officials of
the Carnegie Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation and the Sloan Foundation in
the interest of Harding College.
General Campbell remained in
New York through the rest of the
week while Dr. Benson joined Glenn
A. Green in meeting appointments
in Washington, D. C. where they
interviewed the Secretary of Labor,
the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury,officials of the State. Department and met other appomtme~ts.
Dr. Benson and Green were mvited to attend the dinner given by
President Eisenhower at the Statler
Hotel Oct. 28. Dr. Benson reported
that the dinner was a totally informal one but with excellent entertainment and a grand speech from
President Eisenhower. Also, it was
his last TV appearance before the
Nov. 2 election.
Present from Texas and stealing
some measure of the 'limelight, according to Dr. Benson, was Babe
Didrickson Zaharias who cancelled
her part in the women's open tournament for Texas in order to be
present at the Washington dinner.
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Agg·les f·lght Hard
To Hold Facu1ty;
01e Men w·ln 28•18

By Dewey Brown
Harding Academy's Wildcats
struck quick and held on for three
rollicking quarters before bowing to
the Augusta Red Devils 7-6, to relinq1:1ish the District 2B throne room
which they were defending.
Augusta roared back midway in
the third frame, driving 56 yards for
the tieing tally. Wayne Barnett's
extra point boot split the uprights
to spell defeat for the Cats, a~d the
district jewels for the Red Devils.
Harding tallied just minutes following the opening kickoff as they
paraded 36 yards for a 6-0 lead.
Little Johnny Berryhill craddled in
Augusta's boot on his 49 yard stripe
and returned it 15 yards to the 36.
In 10 plays and three first downs,
the Academy gobbled up the yardage. Mike Rhodes bucked right guard
for one and added another through
right tackle. Mickey Allen picked
up four to the 30 on a quarterback
sneak and Rhodes volleyed through
left t~ckle for eight to the 22 and a
first down.
Fred Massey jarred left tackle for
two and Allen was chilled at the
line on a keeper. Allen then hit
Massey with an aerief to the 15 and

Nov. 4 - The Aggies ~ut up a
hard fight today before gomg down
before the running of the Facult_Y
by the score of 28-18. It was a typical close Faculty game with the Ole
Men coming .out victorious.
After allowmg the Faculty to take
a 13-6 lead which was pulled up to
13-12 ~t the half: the Ags became
determi~ed to wm. Ho:ev~r, ~~e
breaks JUSt we;e not ma
or£ e
ha~d-luck Aggies. One pay rom
scnmmagf was haltebd too soodn, or
the TD W!;Juld have een goo ·
1
Another controversial decision Rhode~ slashed for 10. Massey samd
d' g hether or not med nght end for four to penetrate
was ma e regar m w
f
1'
d Rh d
d
Jim Shurbet's hand touched the the one oot u~e an
o. es crosse
ground on a ~:un over the stripe the double stnpe over nght. guard
from scnmmage.
.
score. Thed extra pomt at0 ne other ei'ther - tfor the
t
way decision made three touch- emp was no goo ·
downs called back for the Ags.
For two and one-half quarters,
After the Faculty scored twice in the ~i~dcats were. able to stave off
the last half, Shurbet took the kick- the VIcw~s offensiv_e e~forts ~f t~e
off and ran 60 yards through the Red Devils to mamtam their SIX
entire team for another six-pointer. point lead.
.
.
The final score was 26-18.
But at the midway pomt of the
Rag-pulling was not up to par for third quarter, the Red Devils geared
either side but, Ke~ Davis w~s out-, themselve~ up and singed t~e ~urf
standing for the victors while the 56 yards m 12 plays for their first
whole Aggie team missed numer- tally. Deminutive Dale Lambert a!ld
ous chances.
Buster Brown alternated at the middle and around the ends, plus some
•
timely passing by Lambert to chew
up the sod.
Brown chopped off the last three
Grocery and Market
yards for the tieing marker, and
GOOD THINGS to EAT
Barnett perform~d his kicking dut~es

f

Wh•te House

We Deliver

ha.ndsom~y to ~ve ~ug!lSta the J?lStrict 2B chrunplonship by one pomt,

Phone 23
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i ! To Augusta, 7-6

Owls
3
Mustangs
1
Razorbacks
0
LEAGUE GAMES
Teams
W
Aggies
4
Longhorns
3
Bears
3
Owls
3
Mustangs
1
Razorbacks
0

Upon leaving Washington, Dr:
Benson flew to New Orleans where
he addressed the producers and distributors of electricity for a fiveState area
..
Yesterday, Dr. Benson addressed
the State Bankers Association of
Kansas at Osage, and today spoke
to an industrial group in Cincinatti.
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ALL GAMES
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Benson,, Campbell HOW THEY STAND
Meet Appointm~nts ~;:~:ates
~
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SAY HEY .•• IT'S THE U. OF A. to shave some bacon off the Hog
RAZORBACKS GETTING FILLED UP On the other hand Wyatt and his
boys are wondering how Owl steaks
would taste, especially on the Sab
Last week the Houston Post ably bath• . . .
summed up the prevailing line of
thought on the subject of Razorback SOME DO AND SOME DON'T
football. There was no editorial, just
Every week there are a bunc::h of
a cartoon but it was more expressive
guys who get a few column inches
of the situation than a novel the
and a by-line and they go wild. The
size 'of "Gone With the Wind."
columnists I'm talking about are
The scene is a Hog pen (natural- the weekly prognostics. They check
ly) . In the foreground is a monster- the weekly schedule and then wear
ous Razorback sitting up on his out a beat up two-bit piece trying
haunches, picking his teeth and to figure out who is going to come
pointing a hairy, crooked finger (or out on top at the end of the long,
is it hoof) at a quivering owl, tiger long day.
and-mustang who are perched preThis week they have gone com
cariously on the fence. These of
pletely haywire. Some say that the
course represent Rice, L.S.U. and
Hogs single wing will tell the dif
S.M.U.
ference and others say it will be
All around this grotesque figure their downfall. One duck went ~
with an oversized abdomen are far as to say that the Owls would
laying his previous meals or victor- win by three TD's. Since the Owls
ies. There is a bleached steer's head, are rated as the No. 20 team in the
a farmer with his pitchfork through nation (which doesn't meah a thing)
him, a tattered rebel flag, a bear- I don't think that we have too much
skin and a gasping Horned Frog. to worry about, as far as losing by
The caption says very timely, "After three touchdowns.
all these lean years."
As you all know by now the PCL TOUGH ••••
Perring down from the lofty
nearly immortal Bowden Wyatt and
his bunch of Hogs made the long heights of No. 4 position in the natrip to College Station, Tex., and tional standings the Hogs have
copped a nervous 14 to 7 tilt from things pretty well in hand. But all
the Ags last Saturday nite. It was they have to do is look skyward to
close, (we decided after consuming see the kind of competition they
a small bottle of asperins and four would have to beat to land in the
cokes apiece), too close for com- top spot. Witness the mighty
fort in any man's league; especially UCLANS on the coast. For the last
this one where so much depends on three weeks they have run up some
the outcome of every single scrap. scores that look like some maniac
But the Razorbacks look like playing a pinball machine.
According to the Associated Press
they are going to hold well in spite
of all this traveling that they have they "win big." Three weeks ago
been doing and some of the close they literally smeared Stanford in
scores they have been making. They a game that Buck Rogers will be
seem to be up for every play they talking about. When the final gun
sounded it was 70 to 0. On the folmake. . . . . . . . .
lowing Saturday they nearly dupliWhoooooooooooooo
cated the same feat when they topThis Saturday the Rice Owls will pled the lumbermen from Oregon by
fly into the Hog Pen for a scramble the still better than point-a-minute
tl}at could well decide the titlist of score of 61-0.
the Southwestern Conference. Rice,
. . . Aren't you glad we play in a
always a tough customer, will be out different league ? . . . . .
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AUTO REPAIR
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Studebaker Sales & Service
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Factory Distributor for Armstrong Tires
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HART
Auto Service
(A Harding Alumnus)
East Race Street
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Wilco Launderette

99 ESSO

Quick Service

WegiveS&H

You Wash- We Wash

Green Stamps

I Block North of Campus
.
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SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

Welcomes

Friendly Service-

t-

Harding College Student and Faculty

~

·-~

The First in Footwear for the Whole l
family.

~

Shoe Store

The Store With The Bargain Counter
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Dr. Geo. S. Benson
QUALITY BAKERY

..

Complete service on any make cars or trucks.

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

Our business is to serve
you with top quality cookies, decorated cakes and
bakery products.

I 13 E. Center Street
PHONE 353

~<

Members

and

ALLEN'S

Ladies- Velvet Steps & Joline
Men's- City Club, Westbors, & Florsheim
Children's - Weatherbirds

Heuer~s

We Appreci~te
Harding College

White County Motor Co.
Searcy

Phone 1000
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Brecheen. Tosses Des Arc POsts 15-6

·~ -

Grads Wtn, 26-2 y·1ctory
. O ver
· A
d
. ca emy

Speedy Carl Brecheen uncorked
his tossing arm and added a dose of
scatback running to spice down the
Grads seventh straight win as they
flattened the yearling Owls by a
score of 26-2.
Later from the Grads own 25,
Porter took a handoff from Brecheen and dashed for four to the
29 and Brecheen skirted left end
to the Owl's 30 and a fi,rst down.
He then faded right and shot a pass
to Sanderson on the 15. Sanderson
rambled for paydirt behind the timely block of 0. Olbricht. Brecheen's
ariel to Porter was snatched out of
bounds, and the score stood, 6-0.
Several plays later, aided by a
holding penalty, the Owls gained
life on the 15. Vanderpool spotted
Benny Sanders in the right flat and
connected on the 12. Sanders was
pulled in on the one foot line.
Attempting ~to kick out of the
dangerous situation, 0. Olbricht
muffed the pass from center for a
safety to make it 6-2.
With the Owls spirits dampened,
the Grads found it easy picking as
they ran up the score almost at will.
Minutes later, Brecheen and Co.
struck again as they paraded 46
yards in two plays for a six-pointer.
From his 24, Brecheen shifted
right and heaved a beauty to 0.
Olbricht on the Owl· 20. Olbricht
racked up 13 more to reach the
seven before being snowed under.
Brecheen then located Anderson in
the end zone for the tally. 0. 01bricht snatched a Brecheen aeriel
down the middle for the point after and :a 13-2 lead.
Brecheen settled that score on the
next play, however, as Vanderpool
punted out of danger to the Grads'
15. Brecheen nestled the oval in,
paused to figure out his route of
flight and set sail down the left
side line with speed to burn for a
55 yard TD sprint. His pass to Anderson was incomplete for a ,19-2
score.
Seconds later, lightning struck
again as the Graduates hung up the
final tally. On the Owls first play
following 0. Olbricht's boot, Anderson snatched a Vanderpool stray
aeriel and raced 18 yards for the
closing marker. Brecheen found
Porter clear in the end zone and
rifled the pass that totaled it up,
26-2.

Jerry Porter (1.) and Dick Newnan (r.) met in the final dual of
the tennis tournament. Porter is a graduate student while Neuman is a
freshman.

Graduates Win 1954 Tennis Title
By Jerome Barnes
Harding's 1954 Class Tennis tournament was concluded this week as
the Graduates beat the Freshmen
to take the championship.
An unusual supply of tennis talent
was unleashed as the new crop at
Harding showed off their stuff. The
Freshmen added new faces in athletic competition in the person of
David Eldridge and Dick Neuman.
Both men played smooth, constant
tennis racking up the victories necesary to enter the finals.
·Jerry Porter, Carl Brecheen and
Leon Sanderson, an old pro in Harding sports, combined energies to
give the crown to Harding's graduate department.
Sanderson, 1953-54 champion in
intramural play, continued his winning ways this season as he lobed
his opponents to death on returns
and threw ace after ace on service.
The juniors were eliminated early
as the Grads took the first round.
Porter won out over George Kiefer,
the number one man for the juniors.
Brecheen took his match from Harry
Boggs while Sanderson defeated Pete
Ward. Porter and Brecheen combined to take the doubles victory
from Carroll Eades and Jerome Barnes and the juniors salvaged only
one match as Sanderson and Walt
Nelms lost to Ward and Jim Smith.
The sophomores were dropped
from competition in the second
round as the Seniors took all of the
singles and both doubles matches.
The Freshmen showed no respect

for their betters as they eliminated
the Seniors by taking two of the
singles and one of the doubles
matches. Paul McCullough won his
singles match and then combined
with Bob Nossaman to take their
doubles game for the only Senior
victories.
The Grads had their toughest go
of the tournament as they poured
"term· paper revenge" on the Faculty. Two lefties in the person of
Hugh Rhodes and Cliff Ganus made
the going rough for the Porter-Brecheen duo as they clipped their
wings in the first set to hand the
professionals their first and only
defeat, 6-4. The righthanded pair
came back fast in the final two sets
to take the match by a count of 6-3
and 6-4. Brecheen and Sanderson
defeated Ganus and Joe Pryor, respectively, to take the singles and
the round of the Grads.
The final round proved a classic
as the undefeated matched wits.
Jerry Porter vied with Dick Neuman
in the opener. Porter took the opener, 6-1, lost the second set 6-3, and
went on to win the final set, 6.3.
David Eldridge, the number one
man for the freshmen, squared off
with Brecheen in the second singles
match. Brecheen racked up the first
set 6-1 and edged out a 6-4 in the
second for the win.
Sanderson defeated Neal Reeves
in the third match to give the Graduates the three necessary matches
to take the Frosh and wrap up the
1954 Class Tennis tournament.
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For the best in music, news & sports

HERE'S THE KEY •..••
Keep Tuned To

KWCB

of the situation as he ground out
yardage to the seven, and then circled around right end for the backbre~;~ker and a 14-0 lead. Donald
Roberts extra point kick was true
for the one-pointer at the half.
Following the intermission it ap~
peared the teams had switched uniforms as the Cats threw up a stone
wall, and Mr. Rollins was time and
again sn~wed under back of the
scrimmage line for heaVy loses.
The Wildcats, meanwhile, mustered up a little offensive for themselves, and struck quickly for their
six-pointer. From their 27, Mike
Rhodes bucked left tackle for eight
to the 35. He then bolted through
left tackle to the 38 for a three yard
pick-up. Then came the cutie. Allen,
chased back to his 28 by a hoard
of onrushing tacklers, uncorked with
a beautiful pass to Massey on Des
Arc's 48 11t the left side line. Massey
legged for about 15, ran into trouble
and cut sharpely to his right behind timely blocking to go all the
way for the touchdown.
From that point on, Des Arc just
ground out enough yardage to run
out the clock and preserve their
15-6 decision as the game ended.
Turning in yeomen defensive services were Rhodes, House, Massey,
Ken Oram, Reggie Hamill, Roy Vanderpool, Allen, Otis Falls, and Sonny Todd.
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By Dewey Brown
The Harding Academy Wildcats
woke up two quarters too late last
night as they toppled before the
Des Arc Eagles 15-6 for their third
straight setback, following a string
of four victories.
Giving a 20 pound per man advantage to the hefty class A Eagles,
the undermanned Wildcats appeared
as cold as the weather in the first
half as they let Des Arc walk off at
the half way mark with a 15 point
lead under their belt. Back the Cats
came in the second stanza, however,
whittleing the Eagles down to dwarf
size and looking like giants. But the
point of no return had dwindled
away.
In the second quarter with Massey
backed to his limits in the end zone
for a punt, muffed the high pass
from center, for a safety and Des
Arc had cracked the ice, 2-0.
The Eagles rdared back again
minutes later, chewing up 42 yal'ds
in four plays for a 8-0 advantage.
Rollins climaxed the drive as he
skirted around right end from 20
yards out for the TD. The extra
point attempt was no good.
Not feeling quite secure enough,
Des Arc struck again when they
pounced on a Mickey Allen fumble
for a break on the Academy's 36.
Rollins once again took command

Ribbons
Badges
Invitations
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vou pause ... make it count .. ~ have a Coke
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1300 on your radio dial
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas
"Coke" lo a registered trade mark •
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HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
'

"The Best In The

Busine~"

Gregg Rhodes,. Mgr.
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